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Robust Controller Synthesis via Shifted
Parameter-Dependent Quadratic Cost Bounds
Vikram Kapila, Wassim M. Haddad, Richard S. Erwin,
and Dennis S. Bernstein
Abstract—Parameterized Lyapunov bounds and shifted quadratic guar-
anteed cost bounds are merged to develop shifted parameter-dependent
quadratic cost bounds for robust stability and robust performance.
Robust fixed-order (i.e., full- and reduced-order) controllers are devel-
oped based on new shifted parameter-dependent bounding functions. A
numerical example is presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed approach.
Index Terms—Fixed-structure controllers, real parameter uncertainty,
shifted parameter-dependent bounding functions.
NOMENCLATURE
IR; IRrs; IRr Real numbers,rs real matrices,IRr1:
( )T ; ( ) 1; tr( ); IE Transpose, inverse, trace, expectation.
Ir; 0r r r identity matrix,r r zero matrix.
r; INr; IPr r  r symmetric, nonnegative-definite,
positive-definite matrices.




One of the principal objectives of robust control theory is to
synthesize feedback controllers witha priori guarantees of robust
stability and performance. In structured singular value synthesis [3],
[9] these guarantees are achieved by means of bounds involving
frequency-dependent scales and multipliers which account for the
structure of the uncertainty as well as its real or complex nature. An
alternative robustness approach involves bounding the effect of real or
complex uncertain parameters on the H2 performance of the closed-
loop system [6], [11]. These guaranteed cost bounds take the form
of modifications to the usual Lyapunov equation to provide bounds
for robust stability and performance [1], [4]–[6].
A diverse collection of guaranteed cost bounds have been devel-
oped. Bounded-real-type guaranteed cost bounds were developed in
[8] and [10], while positive-real-type bounds are discussed in [4].
More recently, parameter-dependent Popov guaranteed cost bounds
[6] have provided links with frequency-dependent scales and mul-
tipliers while providing reliable bounds for the peak real structured
singular value [6], [11]. Finally, the introduction of shift terms in [12]
has been shown to reduce the conservatism of guaranteed cost bounds
for structured real uncertainty without requiring frequency-dependent
scales and multipliers.
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It can easily be seen that parameter-independent guaranteed cost
bounds provide the means for obtaining solutions to the quadratic
stability linear matrix inequality (LMI)
0 > (A+B0FC0)
T
P + P (A+B0FC0) +E
T
E
for all admissible uncertaintyF . The solution to this LMI then
provides a bound for the worst case H2 cost. It was shown in [12] that
the inclusion of the shift terms in both the bounded-real and positive-
real guaranteed cost bounds can reduce the conservatism of these
bounds. Since the Popov guaranteed cost bound [6] also entails less
conservatism than classical bounded-real and positive-real guaranteed
cost bounds, the objective of this paper is to combine features of both
the Popov bound and shifted quadratic bounds.
The bound we construct in this paper is the most general of
its kind developed thus far, encompassing the Popov, positive-
real, and shifted positive-real bounds as special cases. The benefits
of this generalization are demonstrated by a numerical example
involving robust controller synthesis. Specifically, our numerical
results show that the combination of both the shift terms and
the parameter-dependent terms provides reduced conservatism and
improved robustness/performance tradeoffs as compared to either
the Popov bound [6], [11] or the shifted positive-real bound [12]
separately.
The contents of the paper are as follows. In Section II, we state
the robust fixed-order dynamic compensation problem. In Section III,
we restate a key theorem from [6] to provide sufficient conditions for
robust stability and performance. In Section IV, we develop a novel
shifted parameter-dependent bounding function for robust stability
and performance. In Section V, we provide constructive sufficient
conditions for robust stability and performance via fixed-order (i.e.,
full- and reduced-order) dynamic compensation. Section VI provides
a numerical example to demonstrate the effectiveness of the newly
developed bounds for robust controller synthesis. Finally, Section VII
gives conclusions.
II. ROBUST FIXED-ORDER DYNAMIC COMPENSATION
In this section, we introduce the robust stability and performance
problem. This problem involves a setU  IRnn of constant
uncertain perturbationsA of the nominal system matrixA. The
objective of the problem is to determine a fixed-order strictly proper
dynamic compensator(Ac; Bc; Cc) that stabilizes the plant for all
variations inU and minimizes the worst case H2 performance of the
closed-loop system. In this and the following section, no explicit
structure is assumed for the elements ofU . In Section IV, the
structure ofU will be specified.
A. Robust Dynamic Compensation Problem
Given thenth-order stabilizable and detectable plant
_x(t) = (A+A)x(t) +Bu(t) +D1w(t); t  0 (1)
y(t) =Cx(t) +D2w(t) (2)
wherew() denotes a unit-intensity white noise signal, determine an
ncth-order dynamic compensator
_xc(t) =Acxc(t) +Bcy(t) (3)
u(t) =Ccxc(t) (4)
that satisfies the following criteria:
1) the closed-loop system (1)–(4) is asymptotically stable for all
A 2 U ;
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= E1x(t) + E2u(t) is minimized.
Note that for each uncertain variationA 2 U , the closed-loop
system (1)–(4) can be written as
_~x(t) = ( ~A+ ~A)~x(t) + ~Dw(t); t  0 (6)







































= ET1 E2 = 0; R2

= ET2 E2 > 0:
Furthermore, for a given compensator(Ac; Bc; Cc) such that ~A +
 ~A is asymptotically stable for allA 2 U , the performance (5)
is given by





























2 IR~n~n is the unique nonnegative-definite solution to




( ~A+ ~A) + ~R: (10)
III. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR ROBUST STABILITY AND
PERFORMANCE VIA PARAMETER-DEPENDENT BOUNDING FUNCTIONS
In this section, we restate a theorem from [6] to determine an upper
bound forJ(Ac; Bc; Cc) given by (9). The key step in obtaining





 ~A in the Lyapunov equation (10) by means of
a parameter-dependentbounding function. As discussed in [6], a
key aspect of this approach is the fact that it constrains the class of
allowable time-varying uncertainties, thus reducing conservatism in
the presence of constant real parameter uncertainty, hence providing
sharper H2 performance bounds. The following fundamental result
provides the basis for all later developments.
Theorem 3.1 [6]: Let (Ac; Bc; Cc) be given, let
0: IN~n ! ~n
andP0: U ! ~n be such that




0(P)  [( ~A+ ~A)
TP0( ~A) + P0( ~A)( ~A+ ~A)];
A 2 U ; P 2 IN~n (11)
and suppose there existsP 2 IN~n satisfying
0 = ~ATP + P ~A +
0(P) + ~R (12)
and such thatP + P0( ~A) is nonnegative definite for allA 2 U .
Then ( ~A +  ~A; ~E) is detectable for allA 2 U if and only if
~A + ~A is asymptotically stable for allA 2 U . In this case
~P
 ~A
 P + P0( ~A); A 2 U (13)
where ~P
 ~A
is given by (10). Consequently
J(Ac; Bc; Cc)  tr P ~V + sup
A2U
tr P0( ~A) ~V : (14)
If, in addition, there existsP0 2 ~n such that
P0( ~A)  P0; A 2 U (15)
then
J(Ac; Bc; Cc)  tr[(P + P0)~V ]: (16)
IV. UNCERTAINTY STRUCTURE AND A SHIFTED
PARAMETER-DEPENDENT BOUNDING FUNCTION
We now assign explicit structure to the uncertainty setU and the
parameter-dependent bounding function
(P;  ~A). Specifically, the
uncertainty setU is defined by
U





= fF 2 m : M1  F M2g (18)
B0 2 IR
nm , C0 2 IRm n are fixed matrices denoting the
structure of uncertainty,F 2 m is an uncertain symmetric matrix,




m . Note thatM1; M2 2 F̂ . Furthermore,F may be a
specified proper subset of̂F . For example,F  F̂ may consist
of block-structured matricesF = block-diag(Il 
 F1; Il 

F2;    ; Il 
 Fr) with possibly repeated blocks so thatli  1,
Fi 2 IR
m m , and r
i=1
lim0 = m0 and where
 denotes
Kronecker product. Furthermore, we assume thatM1; M2 2 F . We
restrict our attention to symmetric uncertaintiesF for convenience
only. More general uncertainty sets as in [6] can also be considered.
With the uncertainty setU given by (17) the closed-loop system








= [C0 0 ]:
Next, define the sets of compatible scaling matricesH andN by
H

= fH 2 IPm : FH = HF; F 2 Fg (19)
N

= fN 2 IRm m : FN = NTF; F 2 Fg: (20)
Finally, define the notation~~A

= ~A+ ~B0M1 ~C0. The following result
provides a parameter-dependent bounding function
(; ) satisfying
(11).
Proposition 4.1: Let X 2 IRm m and ~Y 2 IN~n be such that
~B0X
T (F  M1) ~C0 + ~C
T
0 (F  M1)X ~B
T
0  ~Y ; F 2 F (21)
and letH 2 H andN 2 N be such that
R0

= [HM 1  N ~C0 ~B0] + [HM
 1  N ~C0 ~B0]
T
> 0: (22)
Furthermore, letU be given by (17) and define




= (H ~C0 +N ~C0







 (H ~C0 +N ~C0
~~A + ~BT0 P  X ~B
T
0 )




0 P + ~Y (23)
P0(F )

= ~CT0 (F  M1)N ~C0: (24)
Then (11) is satisfied.
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Proof: Recall thatM1  F  M2 for all F 2 F if and only
if [7]
(F  M1)  (F  M1)M
 1(F  M1)  0; F 2 F : (25)
Next, sinceH 2 H, F 2 F , andM1; M2 2 F , it follows that
(F  M1)H = H(F  M1) andM 1H = HM 1. Now noting
that H commutes with the left-hand side of (25), it follows that
H[(F   M1)   (F   M1)M
 1(F   M1)]  0 for all F 2 F .
Hence, it follows that, for allF 2 F
0  [H ~C0 +N ~C0
~~A+ ~BT0 P  X ~B
T
0  R0(F  M1) ~C0]
T
 R 10 [H ~C0 +N ~C0
~~A + ~BT0 P  X ~B
T
0
 R0(F  M1) ~C0] + 2 ~C
T
0H
 [(F  M1)  (F  M1)M
 1(F  M1)] ~C0
=(H ~C0 +N ~C0







 (H ~C0 +N ~C0
~~A+ ~BT0 P  X ~B
T
0 )
  (H ~C0 +N ~C0
~~A+ ~BT0 P  X ~B
T
0 )
T (F  M1) ~C0
  ~CT0 (F  M1)(H ~C0 +N ~C0
~~A + ~BT0 P  X ~B
T
0 )
+ ~CT0 (F  M1)[fHM
 1  N ~C0 ~B0g
+ fHM 1  N ~C0 ~B0g
T ](F  M1) ~C0





T (F  M1) ~C0   ~C
T
0 (F  M1)






T (F  M1) ~C0   ~C
T
0







TP + P ~A + ( ~A+ ~A)TP0(F )
+ P0(F )( ~A+ ~A)]
which proves (11) withU given by (17).
Remark 4.1: To constructX and Y satisfying (21), note that
[ ~B0X
T (F   M1)
1=2   ~CT0 (F   M1)
1=2][ ~B0X
T (F   M1)
1=2  
~CT0 (F  M1)
1=2]T  0 implies
~B0X
T (F  M1) ~C0 + ~C
T








0 (F  M1) ~C0
 ~B0X








MX ~BT0 + ~C
T
0M ~C0 (26)
satisfies (21) for allX 2 IRm m andF 2 F . For the special case
of diagonal uncertaintyF it can be shown that~Y = ~B0XTX ~BT0 +
~CT0M
2 ~C0 also satisfies (21).
Note that withN 2 N , it follows from (18) that there exists
 2 INm such that(F  M1)N   for all F 2 F . Next, using
Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.1 and defining the notation
N+

= fN 2 IRm m : (F  M1)N = N
T (F  M1)  0
F 2 Fg
we have the following result.
Theorem 4.1: Let H 2 H andN 2 N+ be such thatR0 > 0;
and letX 2 IRm m and ~Y 2 IN~n be such that (21) is satisfied.
Furthermore, suppose there exists a nonnegative-definite matrixP
satisfying
0 =
~~ATP + P ~~A + (H ~C0 +N ~C0







 (H ~C0 +N ~C0
~~A+ ~BT0 P  X ~B
T
0 ) + ~Y + ~R: (27)
Then ( ~A +  ~A; ~E) is detectable for allA 2 U if and only if
~A + ~A is asymptotically stable for allA 2 U . In this case
J(Ac; Bc; Cc)  tr[(P + ~C
T
0  ~C0)~V ]: (28)
Proof: The result is a direct specialization of Theorem 3.1
using Proposition 4.1. We only note thatP0( ~A) now has the form
P0(F ) = ~C
T
0 (F   M1)N ~C0. Since by assumptionN 2 N+; it
follows thatP + P0(F ) is nonnegative definite for allF 2 F as
required by Theorem 3.1.
Remark 4.2: An equivalent form of (27) is






 (H ~C0 +N ~C0
~~A X ~BT0 ) + P ~B0 ~R
 1
0




~~A + ~B0 ~R
 1
0 (H
~C0 + N ~C0
~~A   X ~BT0 ) is a shifted
dynamics matrix. Now, settingX = 0 and choosing~Y = 0,
(29) specializes to the Popov Riccati equation considered in [6].
Alternatively, settingH = I and N = 0 (29) specializes to the
positive-real-type shifted quadratic bound given in [12] with~M = I.
Finally, if X = 0, ~Y = 0, N = 0, andH = I, then (29) reduces to
the positive-real circle Riccati equation [5]














0 P + ~R: (30)
If, in addition,M2 =  M1 =  1I, where > 0, then (30) yields
the bounded-real Riccati equation
0 = ~ATP + P ~A+  2P ~B0 ~B
T
0 P + ~C
T
0
~C0 +  ~R: (31)
Remark 4.3: Consider a skew-symmetric structured uncertainty
set, that is,~B0F ~C0 + ~CT0 F ~B
T
0 = 0 for all F 2 F , with uncertainty
boundsM1 =  M2. Furthermore, letX = Im , where 2 IR,
so that ~B0XT (F  M1) ~C0 + ~CT0 (F  M1)X ~B
T
0 = 0 and hence
~Y satisfying (21) can be chosen as~Y = 0. Finally, letH = I and
N = 0. Then (29) can be written as
0 = ( ~A   ~B0M2 ~B
T
0 )
TP + P( ~A   ~B0M2 ~B
T
0 )
+ P ~B0M2 ~B
T
0 P + ~C
T
0M2 ~C0 + 
2 ~B0M2 ~B0 + ~R (32)
which involves the shifted dynamics matrix~A    ~B0M2 ~BT0 .
V. ROBUST CONTROLLER SYNTHESIS VIA SHIFTED
PARAMETER-DEPENDENT BOUNDING FUNCTIONS
In this section, we state constructive sufficient conditions for char-
acterizing fixed-order (i.e., full- and reduced-order) robust controllers.
As in [6], these results are obtained by minimizing the worst case H2
cost bound (28). In order to state the main result of this section we
require some additional notation and a lemma concerning a pair of
nonnegative-definite matrices.
Lemma 5.1 [1]: Let Q̂; P̂ benn nonnegative-definite matrices
and suppose that rank̂QP̂ = nc. Then there existnc  n matrices
G;   and anncnc invertible matrixM̂ , unique except for a change
of basis inIRn , such that
Q̂P̂ = GT M̂ ;  GT = In : (33)
Furthermore, then  n matrices

= GT  and ?

= In    are
idempotent and have ranknc andn   nc, respectively.
To apply Theorem 4.1 to fixed-order dynamic compensation, let
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Fig. 1. Performance versus robustness tradeoffs for LQG and Theorem 5.1 controllers: Example 6.1.
whereY 2 INn satisfies
B0X




0  Y; F 2 F : (35)
With ~Y given by (34), it follows that (21) implies (35). Hence, it
follows that (see Remark 4.1) one choice ofY satisfying (35) for
all X 2 IRm m andF 2 F is given byY = B0XTMXBT0 +
CT0 MC0.
For convenience, define the notation
Â

= A +B0M1C0; 
















































for arbitrary P; Q; P̂ 2 IRnn.
Theorem 5.1: Let nc  n, let H 2 H andN 2 N+ be such that
R0 > 0, and letX 2 IRm m andY 2 INn be such that (35) is
satisfied. Furthermore, assume there existnn nonnegative-definite
matricesP; Q; P̂ ; and Q̂ satisfying




 R 10 (HC0 +NC0Â  XB
T





  P Ta R
 1


































rank Q̂ = rank P̂ = rank Q̂P̂ = nc (40)









Then ( ~A +  ~A; ~E) is detectable for allA 2 U if and only if
~A +  ~A is asymptotically stable for allA 2 U . In this case, the
worst case H2 performance criterion (9) satisfies the bound
J(Ac; Bc; Cc)  tr[(P + P̂ )V1 + P̂QQ+ C
T
0 C0V1]: (44)
Proof: The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 6.1 given
in [6].
Remark 5.1: In the full-order case, setnc = n so thatG =   =
 = In and? = 0. In this case, the last term in each of (36)–(39)
is zero and (39) is superfluous.
Remark 5.2:
When solving (36)–(39) numerically, the matricesM1; M2; H;
N; andX and the structure matricesB0 andC0 appearing in the
design equations can be adjusted to examine the tradeoffs between
H2 performance and robustness. As discussed in [6], to further reduce
conservatism, one can view the matricesH; N; and X as free
parameters and optimize the H2 performance boundJ

= tr[(P +
~CT0  ~C0)~V ] with respect toH; N; andX. In particular,@J =@H,
@J =@N , and@J =@X are given by
@J
@H
=R 10 [H ~C0 +N ~C0
~~A + ~B0P  X ~B
T
0 ]Q
 [ ~CT0   fH ~C0 +N ~C0

















0 (H ~C0 +N ~C0
~~A






=R 10 [H ~C0 +N ~C0






tr ~Y (X)Q (47)
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whereQ satisfies
0 =[ ~~A+ ~B0R
 1
0 (H ~C0+N ~C0






0 (H ~C0+N ~C0




and ~Y (X) satisfies (21). By using (45)–(47) within a numerical
optimization algorithm, the optimal robust reduced-order controller
and matricesH; N; andX can be determined simultaneously.
VI. I LLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In this section, we provide a numerical example to demonstrate
Theorem 5.1. For simplicity, we consider the design of full-order
dynamic output feedback controllers. In this paper, we employed
a quasi-Newton optimization algorithm initialized with linear-
quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) gains. The matricesH and N were
initialized by solving an LMI feasibility problem. For given values
of robustness boundsM1 andM2, the quasi-Newton optimization
algorithm was used to findAc; Bc; Cc; H; and N satisfying
the necessary conditions. After each iteration,M1 and M2 were
increased and the current values of(Ac; Bc; Cc) were used to find
feasibleH and N matrices which were then used as the starting
point for the next iteration; for details of a similar algorithm, see [2].
Example 6.1: Consider the three-mass, two-spring system given
in [6]. The nominal system dynamics and performance weighting
matrices are
A =
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
 1 1 0 0 0 0
1  2 1 0 0 0















; C = [1 1 0 0 0 0 ]
D2 = [0 1 ]; E1 =
1 1 0 0 0 0





The uncertainty in the dynamics matrixA corresponds to stiffness
uncertainty in the second spring and is characterized byA =
B0FC0, whereF 2 F

= fF :     F  g, andB0 andC0
are given by
B0 = [0 0 0 0  1 1 ]
T
; C0 = [0 1  1 0 0 0 ]:
Using Theorem 5.1 and design parametersnc = 6,  = 0:05,
andY = X2B0BT0 + 4
2CT0 C0 (see Remark 4.1) several dynamic
compensators were obtained for different values ofX. Fig. 1 provides
a comparison of robust stability and performance obtained from LQG
theory and Theorem 5.1. Fig. 1 also shows the tradeoffs between
robust performance and robust stability obtained from increasingX.
Note that the tradeoff curve forX = 0 (with Y = 0) corresponds
to the Popov-type controllers obtained in [6]. It can be seen that the
controller obtained using nonzero value ofX gives a significantly
wider stability region than the LQG and Popov-type controllers with
only slight degradation in cost.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper combined the parameterized Lyapunov bounds and
shifted quadratic guaranteed cost bounds to obtain a shifted
parameter-dependent bound. The proposed shifted parameter-
dependent bound was used to address the problem of robust
stability and performance via fixed-order dynamic compensation. A
quasi-Newton optimization algorithm was used to obtain numerical
solutions for an illustrative numerical example. The design example
considered demonstrated the effectiveness of the newly developed
bounds.
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